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Winnie the pooh halloween episode

Boo to you too! Winnie the PoohVHS coverDirected byRob LaDuca Produced byRob LaDucaWritten byCarter CrockerStarringPeter CullenJim CummingsJohn FiedlerMichael GoughKen SansomJohn Rhys-DaviesMusic byMark WattersProductioncompany Walt Disney Television AnimationToon City Animation, Inc.Thai
Wang Film ProductionsDistributed byBuena Vista TelevisionRelease dateOctober 25, 1996Running time21 minCountryUnited StatesThailandPhilippinesEnglishLanguage Winnie the Pooh is a Halloween television special produced by Walt Disney Television Animation with animation production done at Toon City
Animation, Inc. in Manila, Philippines, along with the additional production at Thai Wang Film Productions in Bangkok, Thailand. Based on the Disney television series The New Adventures of Winnie the Pooh, it originally aired on October 25, 1996 on CBS. [1] Phil Spencer won the 1997 Primetime Emmy Award for
Outstanding Individual Achievement in Animation for his work on this film. Synopsis On Halloween, Pooh and his friends are eager to go trick-or-treating. The sage has never gone trick-or-treating, has always been too scared of the scary atmosphere of Halloween. After building an impressive mannequin in an attempt to
face his fears, he walks with his friends for trick-or-treating. Pooh's attempt to get honey from a hive ends in failure, and the bees chase the group in Rabbit's garden, destroying some of his pumpkins. As night falls and a thunderstorm threatens, Tiger speaks overzealously about the horrors of Halloween, terrifying ly
sensing enough that he runs home and barricades the door. Sympathetic to The Sen. Fear, Pooh, Eeyore and Tiger decide to avoid the scary aspects of Halloween and throw The Sen. a less scary Hallo-wasn't party instead. When the three dressed-up friends show up at The Face, he mistakethem for a monster and
flee. The trio of friends discovers Nasse missing, and go to search for him in the night. Meanwhile, Nasse goes looking for Pooh and the others, but when he can't find any of his friends, Nasse thinks they've all been taken by Spookables. Still wearing their costumes, Pooh, Eeyore and Tiger make their way through the
increasingly stormy night to find The Scosis, but their fears get the best out of them. Pooh's suit gets stuck in a tree branch, and the other two struggle to pull him out. Hearing Pooh's cry for help, nasse hands on stage and thinks that two Spookables are attacking their friend. Determined to help his friend, Nasse
summons his courage and uses his mannequin to seemingly save Pooh. When the mannequin collapses amid the ensuing chaos, the others believe that Nasse has defeated the obvious monster. They praise Nasse for his courage, and they all go trick-or-treating together. Starring John Fiedler as Sen. Steve Schatzberg
as The Sen. Jim Cummings as Winnie the Pooh and Tigger Peter Cullen as Eeyore Ken Sansom as Rabbit Michael Gough as Gopher John Rhys-Davies as The Narrator Movie Connections Boo to You Too! was also featured as a Halloween story in Pooh's Heffalump Halloween Movie, during Roo's flashback where the
story is rearranged by Roo. References ^ Lenburg, Jeff (1999). The Encyclopedia of Animated Cartoons. Checkmark Books. p. 229. ISBN 0-8160-3831-7. Retrieved June 6, 2020. External Links Boo To You Too! Winnie the Pooh on IMDb Retrieved from Comments Share Community Content is available under CC-BY-
SA unless otherwise stated. The New Adventures of Winnie the Pooh is a Disney animated series that features Pooh, The Scosis, and all the rest of the Hundred Acre crew in adventures and outings that just couldn't be found in the pages of his storybook. It's a piece of the 90s that puts Pooh and business in a more
modern era, but also some incredibly strange situations. Although most episodes feature friends doing their usual schtick in and having fun in the woods, they are no stranger to some very out-there adventures in the realms of fantasy and the absurd. If you want to see some strange Pooh episodes, take a look at the top
10 that appear on our list. 10 Pooh Oughta Be in pictures What kind of adventure would make for a great first episode of a Pooh series? How about we see what would happen if the lovable creatures took a trip to see a horror movie? That sounds fun, doesn't it? Christopher Robin takes Pooh and the gang to the theater
to see his version of a Godzilla flick where after they completely destroy the projector booth, they continue to make their own monster movie in Hundred Acre Woods. Seeing the animated stuffed animals in a real environment is strange enough, but Pooh and monster movies are a whole new level of weird. 9 The masked
offender We are not saying that we would not want to see Tiger become a superhero, he would do it with the utmost ease. But that's not what he does in this episode. Instead of performing heroic acts, tiger dons a mask and goes on a misguided adventure of mass destruction. It's not that we don't like watching Tigger go
full fanboy, but it's a little strange to see him go so far overboard in his quest to save his friends from danger. What's even weirder is the elaborate trap Rabbit and the company set to stop him in his antics. At least The Beathing was allowed to be an accomplice. 8 Me and My Shadow Seeing Sen. befriend their shadow is
cute at first, but when the shadow starts to show signs of sentience, it gets a little scary. Not only does Springs' shadow run away, but the others try to cheer him up by lending his shadows to him in its absence. And it doesn't stop there, folks. The sorse must eventually venture out into an eerie forest on its own Save his
shadow from a pair of monstrous phantoms thrown by some evil trees. He is successful, but the show ends with the shadow creeping over him in bed to blow out a candle. We can't be the only ones getting Lovecraft vibes here, can we? 7 Babysitter Blues The next few episodes are about the power of an overactive
imagination and nowhere is this more evident than the first half of this episode. While that's all in Christopher Robin's imagination, we see some pretty strange scenarios featuring Pooh, Tiger and Sage. Before the halfway mark, we see friends in an escape from prison, a pirate battle, and fight off a draconian vacuum
cleaner while avoiding the bane who is Christopher Robin's babysitter. We always knew Christopher Robin had a creative mind, but this goes beyond what duty requires. 6 Unfortunately, Wrong Slusher We are willing to give this a little wiggle room seeing that it's all a nightmare, but it's one of those scenarios that not
only gets a little strange but reaches rigamarole status after a certain point. After a night of TV binging, a slusher movie gives the gang a nightmare and they resort to cartoonish antics to defend themselves against a fictional home intruder. If that wasn't strange enough, the dream sequence with Pooh, Tigger, Nasse and
Eeyore ends up being arrested by the police, interrogated, and taken to court where the judge literally throws a book at them. Christopher Robin definitely needs to avoid binge-watching for a while. 5 A knight to remember now we take you to a Pooh episode that is almost entirely a literal fantasy as The Sen. Is whisked
away to a chess-board inspired kingdom where his friends assume the roles of medieval characters, including Rabbit as a befuddled wizard, Eeyore as a dragon, and The Scointh as the titular Knight to remember. The episode is strange to say the least, but we'd be lying if it wasn't entertaining. Seeing Nasse trade in his
makeshift armor of pots and pans for a breastplate and helmet is definitely smile-worthy, and we see him throwing his shyness aside. Now we wonder what would happen if they played D&amp;amp;; D. 4 All's Well That Ends Wishing Well Ok, the last three were definitely fantasies, but this one gives us no reason to
suspect that it doesn't happen in reality. When friends give Tiger a birthday party and Pooh can't figure out what to give him, he literally tries to give Tiger the moon when he sees it reflected in the water of their wishful dominion, but ends up falling into a magical world instead. The friends end up in Wish Land where all of
Tigger's birthday wishes come true and Tiger goes crazy with power, wishing excessive versions of his birthday gifts, almost drowning Pooh in honey and just escaping by wishing them all home. Talk about a wild birthday party... 3 Pooh Skies At this point, we begin to question whether a hundred Wood is just a
crossroads for other fantasy realms. When Tigger accidentally convinces Pooh he broke the sky while trying to knock down a hive, Pooh and Gopher must venture into the clouds to stop the sky from falling. As the rest of the friends prepare for armageddon, Pooh and Gopher try to fix a leaky cloud machine before
flooding the sky with the storm of the century. It's a zany and surreal adventure that we won't forget anytime soon. It definitely makes us question Hundred Acre's physics. 2 Monster Frankenpooh Yet another case of immense imagination, we must include a 50ft Pooh Bear laying waste to a village in Tigger's fireside
story. While it's all pure fantasy, the idea of pairing Frankenstein with the cast of Winnie the Pooh must be pretty high on the weird-o-meter. When Begging barges in The Sen. Story, he turns it into a full production, starting with having The Bee's nice-and-happy scientist character create the monster Frankenpooh. Pooh
assumes the role of the creature and grows to kaijuskala when Tigger takes control. Sure, it's a big little Halloween episode, but it's not something we expect from the Hundred Acre crew. 1 Cleanliness is almost impossible We have a question about this episode. What were the animators on? This new adventure Winnie
the Pooh is about as far from the standard as you can possibly get. When Pooh and Nasse are kidnapped by a monster under Christopher Robin's bed, it's up to Tiger and Christopher Robin to stop Crud's powers. Crud is the living personification of dust and dirt living in a nightmare world of discarded toys and dust
rabbits under the bed. The episode is dark and even a little creepy for a Pooh plot. Watching friends face a villainous monster is definitely not something we expect from this warm and fuzzy series. NEXT: Winnie the Pooh: 10 Differences Between Disney Movies &amp; Book Characters Next Which Streaming Service
Had The Best Original Movies Of 2020? (Ranked by average IMDb score) Related Topics Lists Winnie the Pooh Disney Plus Plus
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